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Abstra t
We propose an experiment to sear h for extra \hidden-se tor" U(1) gauge bosons with gauge
kineti mixing with the ordinary photon, predi ted by many extensions of the Standard
Model. The setup onsists of a highly sensitive magnetometer inside a super ondu ting
shielding. This is then pla ed inside a strong (but sub- riti al) magneti eld. In ordinary
ele trodynami s the magneti eld annot permeate the super ondu tor and no eld should
register on the magnetometer. However, photon { hidden-se tor photon { photon os illations
would allow to penetrate the super ondu tor and the magneti eld would \leak" into the
shielded volume and register on the magnetometer. Although this setup resembles a lassi
\light shining though a wall experiment" there are two ru ial di eren es. First, the elds
are (nearly) stati and the photons involved are virtual. Se ond, the magnetometer dire tly
measures the eld-strength and not a probability. This improves the dependen e of the signal
on the kineti mixing   1 to 2 instead of 4. In the mass range 2 eV . m . 200 meV
the proje ted sensitivity is in the   5  10 9 to   10 6 range. This surpasses urrent
astrophysi al and laboratory limits by several orders of magnitude { ample room to dis over
new physi s.
0

In the near future the LHC will ommen e sear hing for new parti les with masses of the
order of a TeV. This will test many proposed extensions of the Standard Model as, e.g., supersymmetry, large extra dimensions, te hni olor to name only a few. However, many extensions
of the Standard Model ontain additional hidden se tors that intera t only very weakly with
ordinary matter. Due to their feeble intera tions even light parti les in su h hidden se tors may
be missed in su h a ollider experiment. Yet, it may be exa tly these hidden se tors that arry
ru ial information on how the Standard Model is embedded in a more fundamental theory.
This reates the need for omplementary experiments.
One interesting lass of hidden-se tor parti les is extra U(1) gauge bosons. Indeed, many
string theory models ontain hidden-se tor U(1)s under whi h Standard Model parti les are
un harged. At low energies, the only renormalizable intera tion with the visible se tor an o ur
via mixing [1; 2; 3℄ of the photon with the hidden se tor photon 0 . Current experimental
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Current bounds on hidden-se tor photons from Coulomb law tests [4; 5℄ (yellow), sear hes
of solar hidden photons with the CAST experiment (purple) [6; 7; 8; 9℄ and light-shining-through-walls
(LSW) experiments [10; 11; 12; 13; 14℄ (grey) as well as CMB measurements of the e e tive number of
neutrinos Ne and the bla kbody nature of the spe trum (bla k) [15; 16; 17; 18℄. Improvements of the
solar bounds an be a hieved using the SuperKamiokande dete tor or upgrading the CAST experiment
[19℄. The region m . 1 meV ould be tested by an experiment using mi rowave avities [20℄. The
lightly shaded areas bounded by lines give the proje ted sensitivity for the experiment proposed in this
note. The blue area orresponds to a relatively onservative estimate for the magnetometer sensitivity
Bdete t  10 14 T, and a thi kness of the shielding d  0:1 mm { mu h greater than the theoreti al
minimum required to have suÆ ient shielding {,18an external eld of B0 = 0:05 T is assumed. The red
area is an optimisti s enario, Bdete t  5 10 T, d  50 Lon  1m and B0 = 0:2 T. (For both
s enarios we used L1 = 10 m for the distan e from the magneti eld sour e to the shield and L2 = 5 m
for the distan e from the shield to the magnetometer.)

Figure 1:
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bounds are shown in Fig. 1. Interestingly there is a dip in the sensitivity in the mass region
around 1 meV. Hidden-se tor photons in this mass region ould, e.g., explain [18℄ the slight
ex ess in the number of relativisti spe ies observed in ombinations of CMB with Lymandata [21; 22℄ (although this ould also be due to systemati s [23℄). Moreover, one might (wildly)
spe ulate about possible onne tions to neutrino masses and dark energy whi h in identally also
have energy s ales around meV. The experiment proposed in this note is designed to sear h for
hidden-se tor photons exa tly in this region.
The basi idea of the proposed experiment is very similar to a lassi \light shining through
a wall experiment" . However, instead of light it uses a stati magneti eld and the wall is
repla ed by super ondu ting shielding ( f. Fig. 2). Outside the shielding we have a strong
magneti eld. Upon entering the super ondu tor the ordinary ele tromagneti eld is exponentially damped with a length s ale given by the London penetration depth Lon . Yet, due to
the photon { hidden photon mixing a small part of the magneti eld is onverted into a hidden
magneti eld. After the super ondu ting shield is rossed the mixing turns a small fra tion
of the hidden magneti eld ba k into an ordinary magneti eld that an be dete ted by a
magnetometer. Sin e the magnetometer measures dire tly the eld (and not some probability
or power output) the signal is proportional to the transition amplitude and therefore to the
mixing squared, 2 , instead of being proportional to 4 .
Let us start from the Lagrangian des ribing the photon { hidden-se tor photon system at
2

Figure 2: Sket hed setup for the experiment proposed in this note. Ordinary magneti elds are shielded
by the super ondu tor. However, if a hidden U(1) eld mixes with the ordinary ele tromagneti eld
some of the magneti eld an onvert into a hidden magneti eld, pass through the super ondu tor
and re onvert into an ordinary magneti eld inside the shielding. This eld an then be measured by
a highly sensitive magnetometer.
low energies,
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where F is the eld strength tensor for the ordinary ele tromagneti U(1)QED gauge eld A ,
j  is its asso iated urrent (generated by ele trons, et .) and B  is the eld strength for the
hidden-se tor U(1)h eld B  . The rst two terms are the standard kineti terms for the photon
and hidden photon elds, respe tively. Be ause the eld strength itself is gauge invariant for
U(1) gauge elds, the third term is also allowed by gauge and Lorentz symmetry. This term
orresponds to a non-diagonal kineti term, a so- alled kineti mixing [2℄. This term is a
renormalizable dimension four term and does not su er from mass suppressions. It is therefore
a sensitive probe for physi s at very high energies. Kineti mixing arises in eld theoreti [2℄
as well as in string theoreti setups [24; 25; 26; 27; 28; 29; 30℄. Typi al predi ted values for
 in realisti string ompa ti ations range between 10 16 and 10 2 . The se ond to last term
is a mass term for the hidden photon. This ould either arise from a Higgs me hanism or it
ould be a Stu kelberg mass term [31℄. Finally, the last term orresponds to the London mass
MLon = 1=Lon the photon a quires inside a super ondu tor. In va uum MLon = 0.
From this Lagrangian we obtain the equations of motion,
2
(A + B ) + MLon
A + j  = 0
(A + B ) + m2 0 B  = 0:

(2)

2
Here, we have hosen Lorentz gauge for the massless eld (if MLon
= 0) and used that the
Lorentz ondition is automati ally enfor ed for massive elds.
Due to the kineti mixing, a sour e j  originating from purely standard model elds, i.e.
typi ally ele trons, will automati ally generate also a small B  eld: Very lose to a lo alized
sour e the the eld equations (2) are dominated by the derivative terms and the mass terms
an be negle ted. A ordingly the se ond equation in (2) an only be ful lled if the generated
eld is proportional to (A; B )  (1; ). Having said this, we will drop the sour e from now
on.

3

Taking appropriate derivatives in (2) we get the equations for the eld strengths,
2
(F  + B  ) + MLon
F  = 0
(F  + B  ) + m2 0 B  = 0:

(3)

The essential features an be studied by using an one-dimensional setup: The super ondu tor lls the 2-3-plane and has a thi kness d. The distan es from the sour e of the magneti
eld to the super ondu ting plane and from there to the dete tor will be alled L1 and L2 ,
respe tively. Note that the di erent spa e-time omponents of Eq. (3) de ouple and ful ll the
same equations so essentially we an drop the spa etime indi es. As an example let us hoose a
stati magneti eld in the 3 dire tion, i.e. only the 12 omponents are non-vanishing, F 12 = B
and B 12 = Bhid . We nd,
2
12 (B + Bhid ) MLon
B = 0;
2
2
1 (B + Bhid ) m 0 Bhid = 0:

(4)

2
Outside the super ondu tor MLon
= 0 and to lowest non-trivial order in  the non-growing
solutions are,

V1 (x) =

 
1
0

and V2 (x) =







1

exp( m 0 x) for MLon = 0;

(5)

in the (B; Bhid ) basis. As dis ussed above, lose to the sour e the magneti eld will be
 (1; ). However, we an now see that the small Bhid omponent is exponentially damped.
Therefore, after a distan e  1=m 0 , the eld is / V1 and will stay that way until it rea hes
the super ondu tor.
Inside the super ondu tor the solutions are,
1

V1s (x) =

m2 0
2
MLon



!

0
V2s (x) = 

exp( MLon x) and

m2 0
2
MLon m2 0

1

1
 A exp( m 0 x):

(6)

Note that V2s is damped with m 0 and not MLon . For m 0  MLon the mainly hidden photon
like V2s an therefore \leak" through the super ondu ting shielding.
2
for simpli ity, we have
Therefore, for L1  1=m 0 (distant sour e) and using m2 0  MLon



B(L1 )
Bhid (L1 )

2
and 1=m 0
For m2 0  MLon
penetrates the shielding and



B(L1 + d)
Bhid (L1 + d)



= B0
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1
0

= B0 (V1s (0) + V2s (0)):

(7)

few  10Lon only the omponent V2s (x) e e tively

' B0 V (d) ' B0
s
2

 
0
1

= 2 V1 (0) + V2 (0):

(8)

At a distan e L2  1=m 0 after the shielding only the V1 omponent survives and the measurable
ordinary magneti eld approa hes Bmeas  B(L1 + d + L2 ) ' B0 2 .
Keeping somewhat more arefully tra k of the exponentials we nd,
Bmeas
= e
B0

MLon d

+ 2 e

m 0d

h

1

e

m 0 L1

ih

1

e

m 0 L2

i

:

(9)

The rst part is the standard \leaking" expe ted from the nite thi kness of the super ondu ting
shielding, and onstitutes the standard model ba kground. The se ond part  2 is the signal
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Dependen e of the magneti eld B (blue) and hidden magneti eld Bhid (red) as a fun tion
of the distan e from the sour e (x1 ) in our 1-dimensional set up. Both quantities are normalized to the
value B0. The dotted line represents the evolution of B in absen e of the hidden eld ( ! 0). Near the
external (left) surfa e of the super ondu ting shield Bhid hanges sign, from negative to positive. For
better visibility we have hosen not too extreme values  = 10 4, m L1 = m L2 = 5, m d = 1 and
23 m = MLon. For m d  1  L1;2m the evolution approa hes 2, but for the hosen parameters
the result is a bit smaller be ause the hidden eld is a bit damped inside the shielding due to m d = 1.

Figure 3:
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aused by the hidden photons. The rst exponential arises from the damping of the hidden
photon eld inside the super ondu ting shield whereas the terms in bra kets a ount for the
fa t that the onversion of photons into hidden photons and vi e versa takes pla e over length
s ales  1=m 0 . The evolution of B and Bhid from the sour e to the dete tor is sket hed in
Fig. 3.
Let us now turn to the sensitivity of su h an experiment. Magneti eld strengths B0 of
the order (1 5) T an be rea hed in the laboratory. However, we have to stay below the
riti al eld strength of the super ondu tor. In most materials this ranges between 0:01 T and
0:2 T [32℄ although elds as high as 1 T an be shielded in ertain ases ( f., e.g. [33℄). Modern
magnetometers [34; 35; 36℄ an an dete t magneti elds as low as Bdete t = 5  10 18 T and
Bdete t = 1  10 13 seems relatively onservative. A ordingly we an expe t a sensitivity in the
  10 6 to 5  10 9 range1 . Con erning the use of SQUIDs as magnetometers a omment is in
order. SQUIDs an only measure hanges in the magneti ux. Two possibilities to solve this
problem are to modulate the strength of the external magneti eld or to hange its dire tion
(for example by rotating it). As long as the times ale for the hange in the magneti eld is
long ompared to m 0 the above onsiderations remain un hanged. In addition, time-modulated
magneti elds might also be helpful in redu ing the ba kground.
Finally, we have to ask whi h mass s ales we an probe in the experiment. From (9) we
an read o that optimal sensitivity requires L1 ; L2  1=m 0  d  1=MLon . Typi al London
penetration depths Lon = 1=MLon are of the order of (20 100) nm ( f,. e.g., [37℄). To avoid
elds leaking dire tly through the shielding (without having to onvert into hidden elds) at
the 10 20 level we need d & 50 Lon  (1 5) m. The requirement 1=m 0  d then allows, in
prin iple, to sear h for masses up to (0:2 0:04) eV. With thi ker than the minimal required
shielding the experiment will be sensitive only to smaller masses. Finally, the maximal size of
1

The shielding of a
however, [34℄).

O(0 1 T) magneti
:

eld down to

5

O(10

18

T) might be an experimental hallenge (see,

the magneti eld and the shielded volume will typi ally be of the order few  10 m. This
suggests a lower limit  2 eV. Overall we have,
Sensitivity :  . 5  10

9

10

for 2 eV . m 0

6

. (0:2

0:04) eV :

(10)

Two examples for the expe ted sensitivity are shown in Fig. 1.
In on lusion: We have proposed a simple experiment to sear h for massive hidden photons.
The experiment ould improve upon existing bounds by several orders of magnitude in a mass
range 2 eV . m 0 . (0:2 0:04) eV where existing bounds are relatively weak. It therefore
bears signi ant dis overy potential for hidden se tor physi s at the meV s ale. In parti ular, it
ould test re ent spe ulations [18℄ that the ex ess in the observed number of relativisti degrees
of freedom at de oupling of the CMB originates from a resonant produ tion of hidden photons
in the early universe.
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